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Overview
The CDM model is the preferred method for implementing the overall Jigsaw Protection Model that 
Jigsaw Security provides to our customers. This model includes the management of devices and 
connected systems utilizing either open source software or commercially off the shelf solutions. In this 
document we will outline the recommendations and suggestions that allow the customer to choose the 
hardware and software to deploy during their CDM implementation. Whenever there is a commercial 
option available, we try and provide a low to no cost software option (open source) so that customers 
can effectively implement the program without having to retrofit or change their existing security 
devices and software deployments. The CDM can work in conjunction with any other existing models 
used for securing or auditing networks. 

The CDM model has 4 distinct phases but we expand on each phase to includes recommendations on 
how we (at Jigsaw Security) implement the model to protect our managed security offerings for our 
customers. In many cases, there is little to no additional charge other than our services charges for 
implementing the CDM model as our entire system is built using either software made available by our 
security partners or open source. 

The phases of the CDM Model
Phase 1: “What is on the network?”

Phase 2: “Who is on the network?”

Phase 3: “What is happening on the network?”

Phase 4: “How is data protected?”

CDM Agency and Federal Dashboards – While not officially a phase of the model, the Dashboards 
used to monitor and get status updates are a huge part of effectively understanding each of the previous 
phases implemented. 

Benefits of the CDM Model
The CDM Program enhances government network security through automated control testing and 
progress tracking. This approach provides services to implement sensors (See Jigsaw FirstWatch 
Sensor) and dashboards (See Jigsaw Security Analytics Platform), delivers near-real time results, 
prioritizes the worst problems within minutes, version quarterly or annually, enables defenders to 
identify and mitigate flaws at network speed and lowers operational risk and exploitation of 
government IT systems and networks. 
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NOTE

While this model was created and is the model we use for Government. We implement this same model
for our commercial customers so that we have a complete solution and system stack for Government 
that can also be used in Commercial services such as our MSP (Managed Security Provider) offering. 

To read additional information put out by the Department of Homeland Security CDM program, you 
can visit https://www.dhs.gov/cdm. 

Why a Managed Security Offering?
Because Jigsaw Security is a service and product developer, we have implemented several models in 
our Jigsaw Analytic Platform. We believe that providing the same services to others that we use 
internally at Jigsaw Security, provides the most cost effective total solution to the security issues being 
observed today. We have turned a largely responsive industry on it’s head by actively defending and in 
sometimes adapting in near real time to advancing and never seen before threats. While you can buy 
Jigsaw Security products to protect your network (threat intelligence, sensors and the Jigsaw Analytic 
Platform), there are benefits to having us manage your security. We do more effective security 
management with less resources saving you time and money and most importantly stopping threats that
attack your network using active defense. Most security products only tell you theres a problem after 
the fact and very few actually prevent infections from occurring. 

Products Provided in our MSP Offering
Jigsaw Security utilizes our own products and several commercial and open source products to provide 
the best of breed options for meeting the intent of the CDM. 

Phase 1: “What is on the network?”
For this phase we have to know what is on the network and that we can effectively manage the devices 
that are on the network. There are both commercial and free options to determine what devices are 
connected at any given point in time. 

Commercial options include HP Server Automation (For managing servers and sometimes 
workstations) as well as HP Network Automation (For managing network devices). In addition Jigsaw 
Security provides a collection framework based on open source software that will provide XML feed 
files for outlining what items are present on a network. We have a 99% accuracy rate on identification 
of devices using this method. Based on previous work we had done for the United States Postal 
Service, this software is now integrated in our Jigsaw Analytic Platform. 

In addition to answering the question of what is on the network, we have to also determine what 
versions of the software are in use. This allows mapping of the versions of the software to known 

https://www.dhs.gov/cdm
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vulnerabilities in the CVE database or other known vulnerabilities such as those reported in the Jigsaw 
Threat Intelligence datasets. These vulnerabilities are remediated as new threats are discovered. 

Another frequently implemented option for managing servers is a package known as Webmin. This 
package allows you to manage entire clusters of Linux or Windows server (and/or workstations). This 
free option is built into the Jigsaw Analytic Platform to receive data and maintain a known state of 
compliance on systems. We also have deployed SIMP (https://simp-project.com/) and that is also 
another option for managing compliance and configurations of systems deployed on the network. 

We highly recommend using SIMP as it provides NIST 800-53 and DISA STIG compliance as well as 
HIPAA, SOX, PCI-DSS, GLBA and CIP models to ensure a known state of compliance. 

In addition to the compliance configurations already mentioned, there are 90+ supported SIMP 
modules, 18 NIST policy families supported and over 700 automated test that are typically deployed in 
a Jigsaw Security SIMP implementation. Since SIMP is based on Puppet, it is easy to manage Windows
and Linux settings as well as other devices to include network devices. 

Typically for network device management in SIMP, the Puppet module will login and capture the 
settings which are then parsed by the Jigsaw Analytic Platform. These stored configurations allow you 
to search across your enterprise to find versions of software that have active vulnerabilities or to deploy
new firmware (if using HP Network Automation) or Jigsaw Automation easily and consistently. 

Phase 2: “Who is on the network?”
This phase of the model is important to understand who is acting on the network. In this phase we need 
to understand what components are present and who is using those components such information as 
who is logged in, when did they log in and if they are authorized or not to access the resources 
identified in Phase 1. The Jigsaw Analytic Platform is the key component in answering the questions 
posed by Phase 2. By capturing log information from all network devices, we can effectively use the 
Analytic Platform to alert to unusual activity or to alert on specific information such as monitoring a 
network to determine who logged into a specific device at a specific time. In addition we can monitor 
for time based events such as 3 login failures in under 3 minutes as an example. This type of granular 
monitoring ensures you detecting this as they occur instead of later when auditors are looking at what 
happened after the incident has occurred. The goal is to know what is happening and have greater 
situational awareness by utilization of analytic and time series models to alert to specific conditions and
activity that is of interest to security professionals. 

This phase collects, stores and allow manipulation using data science and other analytic models to 
basically find and uncover who is on the network. Once an actor is on your network you have to know 
what they are doing. We will cover what occurs in Phase 3 which is where the Jigsaw Security 
solutions shine. 

https://simp-project.com/
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The commercial products in this section cover access control. Jigsaw Security monitors LDAP, Active 
Directory, Radius, ActiveID and several other platforms. Any authentication product that logs data, can 
then be ingested into the Jigsaw Security Analytic Platform for analysis. 

Phase 3: “What is happening on the network?”
Now that we know what and who is connected to our network resources. We need to know what is 
happening on the network. Are your highly technical people emailing your corporate documents and 
specifications to China? Do you have an insider threat problem? Are your competitors data mining your
technical documents so they can beat you in open and fair competition? These questions can be 
answered with Jigsaw Analytic Models. We provide a solution for storing all of the information 
captured in Phase 1 and Phase 2 which is continually monitored with analytics in Phase 3. 

In Phase 3 we have to figure out what people are doing and also ensure that the information collected in
Phase 1 and 2 are being received properly with enough detail to answer questions such as what is 
happening and how is it occurring. Do you know where your most sensitive data is on your network? 
Can you tell if sensitive data is being transferred to less secure segments of your network? 

These analytics models that are created in Phase 3 are used to do things such as alert administrators 
when document that are marked for internal only are being emailed outside the organization. Also are 
there other data streams connecting to non-friendly locations such as China or Russia when you don’t 
do business with China or Russia. 

We take this phase a step farther and block outgoing content and analyze content to ensure we can 
identify insider threats and the actions surrounding your most sensitive data. Analyst are also reviewing
content in this phase to ensure that we are understanding what is occurring. Even though we have really
good analytic models that help to protect the network, there will always be a need for reviewing what 
software products are telling us about our own data. 

In this phase we have to effectively answer what is happening. This is the hardest phase to implement 
because there are different ways that various products log the detail of what is occurring on the 
network. Because there is no industry wide standard logging that occurs, we have to be able to connect 
the various pieces of information to figure out what is occurring. Not only does the Jigsaw Analytic 
Platform answer the question of what is happening, but we also look outside the network and integrate 
other pieces of information such as what we know. Below is an example of a series of events that 
explain this intelligence driven monitoring provided by Jigsaw Security. 

Intelligence Driven Decision Making
In order to understand how we apply what we know (what we have learned in Phase 1 and Phase 2) in 
the overall protection of the organization, we have to integrate other intelligence data we provide to our
customers. See the outline below. 
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Intelligence Sources provided by Jigsaw Security (Subscription, 
Collection, Analyst)

Intelligence Item Description and Information Application in the CDM

Leaked Credentials and 
Technical Information Leaks

Jigsaw Security monitors for leaked credentials and alerts customers 
via the Jigsaw Analytic Platform. We also monitor to see if threat 
actors attempt to use these leaked credentials on network devices. 
In addition notification to the affected user are done and the accounts 
are typically locked out to protect the network and resources. 
If those credentials are then observed attempting to login to resources
you may have in insider threat issue, or you may be targeted by a 
threat actor. 

OSINT News Sources Open source news articles are monitored to determine public 
sentiment, reputation, arrest of employees, etc. This information is 
monitored by security to ensure that items such as source code are 
not being posted to public or non protected external locations. 

Employee Activity Employees are monitored to ensure that they are not exposing 
corporate information outside in unprotected locations, social media, 
etc. In addition activity is monitored to ensure illegal activity or 
activity that may put the company/agency at risk is analyzed to 
ensure a high level of protection to the company/agency. 

Indicators of Compromise 
Monitoring

In order to locate known threats, indicators of compromise provided 
by Jigsaw Security are ingested into the FirstWatch appliance for 
continued monitoring. In addition to Jigsaw Security provided 
indicators, critical infrastructure (CISCP), automated indicator 
service (AIS) and commercial threat intelligence providers, MISP 
(Malware Information Sharing Platform) systems external to Jigsaw 
Security and other IOC data. 

Sensor Keyword Monitoring Keyword monitoring: ie. CONFIDENTIAL, PROTECTED, etc. 
information is monitored to determine when it leaves certain zones in
the company/agency network. 

Zone Based Content 
Monitoring

Creation of Zones to ensure protection of data. Think of this as 
sensitive data should be heavily protected whereas open source 
information that is already public knowledge does not have to incur 
additional protection. 

Heuristics Detection Detection of unknown threats that are not already known. Models 
based on specific counters, time series and actions occurring on the 
network. This very specific logging to include login activity, netflow 
(connections and traffic patterns), failed connection attempts, systems
going offline (may indicate DDOS activity), etc. Heuristics is 
important for discovering what is occurring between areas of your 
network and how systems are interacting with users, data, storage of 
data, encryption, etc. 
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Intelligence Item Description and Information Application in the CDM

Performance Statistics Being able to tell if system resources are over subscribed or if 
allocated resources are being exceeded. While not really a security 
item, these performance stats can highlight security issues, think of 
logins for example. If the normal number of login attempts is 7500 
per day on a network with 6500 people and then one day these 
attempts show an increase to 100,000 logins in the same or typical 
time-frame. This may indicate that a brute force attempt is occurring 
an you will want to investigate. 

Geographical Tagging Being able to know who your customers, partners and providers are, 
where they are located and their IP space will allow you to identify 
connections that should not be occurring or have occurred in the past.
If you don’t do business with China, you should not see activity or 
connections to China showing up in your router, firewalls, endpoint 
protection, etc. 

Human Interface Understanding the actions of your employees at and outside of work. 
For instance if your employees are arrested for drug usage outside of 
work that may put your corporate data at risk of blackmail, 
espionage, etc. Do you know when this occurs? Are there continual 
background investigations ongoing for your sensitive positions?

Signals Intelligence Personal cell phones in the workplace are a huge problem. Many 
times these cellphones are infected with malware and spyware that 
can do things such as transmit audio (from sensitive meetings), 
images or track the movement of your employees and executives. 
These threats are being seen more and more and are a huge risk for IT
and technical companies.

TSCM Audits Does your security team look at other methods of attacks? In many 
cases companies/agencies concentrate on the IT risk because it gets 
more media coverage but the initial vector in many cases is non IT 
and non technical vectors that are often overlooked but not be 
adversaries. 

Executive Protection Are your executive protected against all of the attack vectors 
mentioned? The goal is to continually protect your high valued 
assets. This is where executive protection plans come into play to 
cover movement, disinformation campaigns (to the public or 
competition), physical protection, non technical IT attack vectors, etc.
If your not testing for this, you are failing in this category. 

Critical Source Code and 
Assets

Items such as source code showing up in public or non protected 
environments. These audits and capabilities need to be ongoing. 

Log Monitoring and Alerting Monitoring for certain conditions such as multiple logins, failures, 
etc. 
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The Jigsaw Analytic Platform is used to provide this type of protection. In addition a commercial 
solution includes Elasticsearch and Splunk. Some free alternative exist but largely will have to be 
deployed using open source software which will require significant time and customization to be 
effective in providing this phase of the protection model. 

Phase 4: “How is data protected?”
So now that we have expanded on how Jigsaw Security provides Phases 3. Let’s have a look at how 
data is protected. Phase 4 will be continual safeguarding of data in how it is stored, transmitted, shared, 
protected or lost. 

Data is protected by automated means (sensors, products, endpoint protection), manual analyst review 
(human review and forensics), encryption (loss prevention and positive identification), access control 
(who or what is allowed to take the action), how is an action authorized to occur?

This phase outlines HOW data is to be protected. The one key point in this model is that the most 
critical issues need to be brought to the front of the line for remediation. Creation of a priority of event 
types is how we address phase 4. Once you have identified the priority of each event type, you can 
continually monitor Phase 1-3 and your security posture should improve. 

How is access granted to the network? Do you have 2 factor authentication? How is data at rest 
protected? Disaster recovery plans in place? These are the areas of concentration that should be 
continually monitored and improved upon. 

CDM Agency and Federal Dashboards
The ability to manage and monitor these items is done through the CDM approach of dashboards. 
Dashboards are used to display the information collected in phase 1-3 and to perform continual 
monitoring in phase 4. 

Several open source products are used by Jigsaw Security to provide the following:

 Incident tracking

 Threat actor and threat intelligence tracking

 Sensor and output from sensors

 Log search and alerting

 Event correlation and analytics to find threats and issues
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Jigsaw Security as a Managed Service Offering
Jigsaw Security provides the CDM model to provide services to our customers. We provide several 
types of services of interest to our clients and to allow us to better protect them from cyber and other 
technical and non-technical attacks. These services are provided on an ongoing basis and used to 
deliver a more concise and effective way of protecting your company/agency resources. 

Threat Intelligence

Jigsaw Security provides 3 methods for utilizing our threat intelligence products. We offer a cloud 
based MISP instance (Malware Information Sharing Platform), STIX/TAXII server endpoint and API 
access to query and export data. Threat intelligence is provided by Jigsaw Security, DHS, US-CERT, 
NCCIC, commercial vendors Threatstream Anomoli*, Crowdstrike*, iDefense* and Dell 
SecureWorks*, Alienvault OTX.

* requires active subscription

Jigsaw Security MISP Instance for Threat Intelligence
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Jigsaw Security TAXII Server for Threat IntelligenceSensors

Jigsaw Security provides a FirstWatch sensor the incorporates our 480 sources of threat intelligence 
data and automatically keeps all sensors up to data using our API service (requires active subscription 
to Jigsaw Security Threat Intelligence Service). 

Jigsaw Security FirstWatch Sensor – Reports data into the Jigsaw Analytic
PlatformJigsaw Analytic Platform

On premise or cloud hosted analytic platform for pushing logs, packet and intelligence data. The 
Jigsaw Analytic Platform is deployed rapidly using automated tools or from Github in a ready to run 
configuration with only minor configuration changes required prior to deployment (config files and IP 
addressing). 

As you can see in the next screen, the Jigsaw Analytic Platform provides engineers with the overall 
picture of who, what, when, where and provides information to figure out how an attack has occurred. 
Having all information available for search and for analytic access allows the Jigsaw Security team to 
find malicious actors based on what is occurring in logs, packet captures, sensor activity and based on 
keyword and document tagging. It is rare that companies will monitor using protected zones whereas 
we can detect when documents are leaving trusted spaces for untrusted or external destinations. Just 
monitoring email is not sufficient in detecting threat actors sending or receiving communications as 
there are thousands of methods of moving content from internal networks to the Internet. 

If the customer has an SSL decryption zone, a sensor located in that zone can also pick off sensitive 
data being sent to unauthorized locations such as Google Drive and DropBox. 
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Jigsaw Analytic Platform Alerts Page

TSCM Audit Services

Jigsaw Security provides Technical Surveillance Countermeasures training and auditing. We are one of 
only 3 non-DOD based providers authorized under the DOD training program and North Carolina 
Private Protective Services Board. 

TSCM auditing covers areas of concern not typically looked at in the IT space. This area of concern is 
of great interest to Government and industry that may be targeted by foreign nation state actors. These 
adversaries are persistent and work in teams to compromise targets. 

Within our TSCM program the first thing we do is train the internal staff to know how to purchase and 
utilize their TSCM gear to provide this type of protection. Through in person and online training (see 
below) we are able to teach and certify TSCM security professionals to detect and stop theft of 
intellectual property and to secure IT and non IT systems from abuse and attack. 
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Jigsaw Security Training in TSCM

As security professionals we see companies literally skipping this area of concern. We aim to make 
technical and non technical attack vectors known and work to secure and stop the theft of corporate 
information. 

Are you certified in TSCM?

Jigsaw Security is certified to instruct TSCM material to US Citizens that have undergone a 
background check and signed a MOU (memorandum of understanding). Non US Citizens are not 
authorized to be trained under this program. 

What Equipment do you recommend for TSCM services?

We get this question a lot. There is no one size fits all approach to providing this type of service. It 
really depends on the size and type of information being protected. We have some companies that 
spend millions of dollars for detection equipment whereas some companies only spend a few thousand 
dollars on hardware. We have included some photo’s of our TSCM teams equipment. As you will 
notice our kits are lightweight (for travel) and relatively inexpensive  to build. Over the last few years 
there have been great advancements in TSCM due to the explosion of SDR (Software Defined Radios). 
This has allows the TSCM practitioner to do more and better TSCM sweeps with less expansive gear. 
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Prior to the popularity of SDR hardware, TSCM gear would run in the hundreds of thousands of dollars
all the way up to several million for larger teams. 
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Equipment Photo’s

Common test and pickoff type equipment, amplifiers and up-converters, multimeter tool and radiation 
detection equipment
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SDR, Bluetooth, Wifi and other hacking tools, listening amplifiers and misc adapters
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Hidden Camera’s, RFID test equipment, wireless dongles, test equipment, forensics dongles, GPS units
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Kaiser 2047/U Ultrasonic Listening Device
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Drone are used to getinto target test areas

SDR is used to test for
RF based threats
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TSCM Training Outline

Jigsaw Security provides at 5 day (plus additional day for labs) TSCM high intensity training course 
that is approved by the North Carolina Private Protective Services Board for licensing in North 
Carolina. All other states with the exception of Nevada do not require licensing at this time. 

The course is only open to US Citizen and is delivered as part of our CDM model. Some topics 
included in the training are listed below: 

 Malware and Virus Detection with IT Systems

 RF, Microwave, Subsonic, Ultrasonic, System Chain Attacks (not supply chain), audio and 

video attacks

 Human targeting through surveillance and other methods

 Telephone, VOIP, Network and other attack vectors

 Non IT based information gathering attacks

 Historical review of attacks

 Ethical and Legal Concerns

 Identification of Federal devices and operations

And many more topics. There are over 900 pages of documentation provided with this course as part of
the CDM model. This information forms the basis for starting and maintaining your own TSCM team 
and to purchase the best equipment to fit your security needs. Special attention is given to the creation 
of your own corporate or agency TSCM plan. 

For more information on this course please talk to an instructor authorized to teach this curriculum. 
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Penetration Testing and Executive Protection

Jigsaw Security providers penetration testing as well as executive protection testing to ensure that high 
valued assets and individuals are protected. Penetration testing will not be limited to IT based attacks. 
In addition physical testing of facilities will be conducted as well as human social engineering and 
other attack vectors. 

Automation Products and Services

On premise or cloud hosted automation and management processes/servers to include SIMP and 
HPSA/HPNA/OO integration. We automate all aspects of software and server firmware through the use
of HP automation products. (customers must purchase license based on number of managed devices), 
device and systems patching and management as well as firmware updates are handled with these 
systems. Managed security configurations are also stored, monitored and consolidated by these open 
source and commercial options. 

OSINT and Closed Source Monitoring

Jigsaw Security provides service related to intelligence based products that are from OSINT and closed 
sources. These services are ongoing monitoring and include such content as source code leaks, 
credential leaks, IRC chats, social media activity, news and other items of interest. 

Analyst Functions and Threat 

Jigsaw Analyst continually monitor and report on threats, activity of interest, special events and during 
critical corporate/agency events. 

How do we do it?
To carry out the functions of this model, Jigsaw Security uses in house tools (endpoint protection, STIG
compliance tool, Jigsaw Analytic Platform, Jigsaw MISP Server, STIX/TAXII server) to provide a solid
baseline of known information. Then we build analytics to find and detect previously unknown threats. 
These models are what make our tools different than what everybody else is doing. In addition to using 
these tools, we also provide DNS RPZ files that are loaded on customer DNS servers to actively stop 
the threats associated with malware, phishing and other data of interest. 

In addition to our automated analytics and analyst review, we also perform technical security reviews 
(TSCM) and penetration testing that is non IT based to ensure adequate protection against corporate 
espionage and insider threat. We provide training (online and in person) to teach employees about the 
dangers of espionage and how to detect if it is occurring within your organization. 
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Conclusion
In this rapidly changing IT and non IT security landscape, Jigsaw Security provides not only the IT 
based solutions needed to ensure highly secured environments, but all other aspects of security that are 
usually overlooked by our clients. We have a 99% success rate in our penetration testing because we 
expand to non technical attacks that allow us to find the threats that hackers and spies are using to 
compromise your network or steal your intellectual property. 

As a company we keep seeing intrusions because we know that not all threat actors are using technical 
means to compromise their targets. In order to effectively stop threats, we must look beyond IT at 
processes, human elements, technical non IT methods as well as other methods of communication that 
are normally overlooked by the managed security provider. 
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